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Abstract I explore two thought-experiments in Judith Jarvis Thomson’s important

article, ‘‘A Defense of Abortion’’: the violinist example and the people-seeds

example. I argue (contra Thomson) that you have a moral duty not to unplug

yourself from the violinist and also a moral duty not to destroy a people-seed that

has landed in your sofa. Nevertheless, I also argue that there are crucial differences

between the thought-experiments and the contexts of pregnancy due to rape or to

contraceptive failure. In virtue of these differences, it would not follow from my

conclusions about the violinist and people-seeds cases that abortion would not be

permissible in a case of rape or in a case of voluntary intercourse with contraceptive

failure.
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1 Introduction

It is often thought that if a developing human being is considered a ‘‘person’’ from

the beginning, then it would follow that abortion (at any time) would be

impermissible. For, after all, a person has a stringent right to life; since life is a

prerequisite for enjoying any other goods, it is plausible that the right to life is a

‘‘basic’’ or ‘‘fundamental’’ one, not easily overridden by other considerations. The

right to life, it would seem, could not be outweighed by an individual’s preferences,

even preferences about what should happen in or to her body.
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Judith Jarvis Thomson argues that even if we assume that the fetus is a person, it

does not follow that abortion is always impermissible (Thomson 1972).1 Part of her

argument is that in some contexts an individual’s right to determine what happens in

or to her body overrides another’s right to life. To support this contention, Thomson

offers her (now famous) ‘‘violinist example.’’ The example raises subtle and

difficult questions about the relationship between the right to life and the cluster of

rights that constitute one’s right to control over one’s body. Further, the example

and its analysis raise important questions about the nature of autonomy.

I believe that the violinist case and certain ways of invoking autonomy cannot aid

the ‘‘pro-choice’’ position. Ultimately, however, I believe that considerations

involving control of one’s body can be employed to support the pro-choice position

in the context of rape.

In a less well-known (or, perhaps, less frequently discussed) part of her classic

paper, Thomson presents her ‘‘people-seeds’’ case in defense of the notion that even

in certain cases of voluntary intercourse issuing in pregnancy, abortion would be

permissible. I shall explore this relatively under-theorized thought-experiment of

Thomson’s, and, as with the violinist case, I argue that it does not (in itself, and

apart from further argumentation) establish that abortion can be permissible in the

context of voluntary intercourse. Her thought-experiments or mini-stories are

fascinating and suggestive, but they are crucially different from reality in ways that

vitiate any effort to extrapolate from intuitions about the cases to conclusions about

abortion in the real world. Of course, this point in itself has no bearing on whether

the pro-choice position is correct; it simply goes to the issue of the relationship

between Thomson’s thought-experiments and conclusions about abortion.

2 Two Related Puzzles

There are many cases in which it seems clear that we have to change our plans, or

even allow our property to be used, to assist another person who needs help. If

someone leaves a baby on my doorstep, or if I see a baby crawling toward a

swimming pool, I must (from a moral point of view) stop what I am doing and offer

assistance. Of course, there are limits to what I am required to do; for example, I am

not morally required to adopt the baby that has been dropped off on my doorstep.

But I do have to help, and I think there are cases in which most people would say

that I can be morally required to change my plans considerably, and allow my

property to be used in significant ways.

Start with an example given by Joel Feinberg:

Suppose that you are on a backpacking trip in the high mountain country when

an unanticipated blizzard strikes the area with such ferocity that your life is

imperiled. Fortunately, you stumble onto an unoccupied cabin, locked and

boarded up for the winter, clearly somebody else’s private property. You

smash in a window, enter, and huddle in a corner for three days until the storm

1 Subsequent references will be to the paper reprinted in Parent, (ed.) (1986). Thomson’s paper has been

widely reprinted and discussed in a voluminous literature. For a systematic treatment, see Boonin (2003).
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abates. During this period you help yourself to your unknown benefactor’s

food supply and burn his wooden furniture in the fireplace to keep warm.

Surely you are justified in doing all these things… (Feinberg 1978: 102)

Of course, if you do these things, you acquire various obligations: you must explain

what has happened to the owner, apologize for the intrusion and damage you have

caused, and make amends financially. But it would be a hard-hearted extremist who

would deny that it is permissible for you to enter and use the cabin in this example.

And if it is indeed permissible, then surely the owner could not permissibly prevent

you from doing so. If the owner’s security team is monitoring the cabin and could

prevent you from entering, their actually taking steps to prevent you from entering

would be outrageous and clearly unacceptable. Indeed, Judith Thomson accepts

these conclusions about Feinberg’s case. (Thomson 1980)

I think it is not a significant step from the above judgments to the contention that

the owner would have to allow you to enter, if he (or she) were actually in the cabin.

Here, presumably, you would not need to smash a window to get in, burn the

furniture, and so forth. But it is also presumably true that you could be rescued soon,

and you would only cause inconvenience to the owner briefly; and, of course, here

again you would have to offer an explanation and an apology, and you would need

to make amends.

Consider, now, a rather more extreme version of Feinberg’s example:

Suppose you have planned for many years to take a trip to a very remote place

in the Himalaya mountains. You have secured a cabin in an extremely remote

and inaccessible place in the mountains. You wish to be alone; you have

enough supplies for yourself, and also some extras in case of an emergency.

Unfortunately, a very evil man has kidnapped an innocent person and brought

him to die in the desolate mountain country near your cabin. The innocent

person wanders for hours and finally happens upon your cabin.

You have the following problem. You can radio for help, but because of the

remoteness and inaccessibility of your cabin and the relatively primitive

technology of the country in which it is located, the rescue party will require

nine months to reach your cabin. Thus, you are faced with a choice. You can

let the innocent stranger into your cabin and provide food and shelter until the

rescue party arrives in nine months, or you can forcibly prevent him from

entering your cabin (or staying there) and thus cause his death (or perhaps

allow him to die). (It is evident that he will die unless you allow him to stay in

the cabin.) (Fischer 1991: 6)

Let us call this example the ‘‘Cabin Case.’’ Now it seems clear to me that, although

the inconvenience would be greater than in the Feinberg case, it would still be

unacceptable for you to prevent the innocent stranger from coming into or

remaining in your cabin in this case. After all, the stranger did not violate any of his

duties related to his being on your doorstep—he was kidnapped. You do own the

cabin, and it would cause you considerable inconvenience to allow the stranger to

stay. But you must change—or adjust—your plans, put up with the significant

inconvenience, and provide shelter and sustenance to a complete stranger. Or so it
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appears to me. After all, sometimes life presents us with situations in which we must

sacrifice, and even significantly, for others.

Note that you might well have decided to take a ‘‘sabbatical’’ and live a simple,

meditative existence for 9 months, not leaving your cabin. You have planned to read

and reflect quietly for 9 months. And we can further suppose that the trip to the

Himalayas is no ‘‘mere retreat.’’ Imagine that you are a writer, and given your

(admittedly somewhat eccentric) character, you simply cannot write if there is

anyone in your vicinity, especially a stranger literally living with you. Your ideas

are finally ready to be written out, and you have devoted a good part of your

professional life to preparing for this year of writing; you doubt whether you will

ever have such an opportunity again.

In the revised version of the Cabin Case, it seems to me that you still need to take

in the innocent person and allow him to live with you for 9 months. And note that

this would involve a significant violation of autonomy insofar as your pursuit of

your fundamental professional project would be at least impaired, and, plausibly,

occluded.

But now consider Thomson’s well-known violinist example:

You wake up in the morning and find yourself back to back in bed with an

unconscious violinist. A famous unconscious violinist. He has been found to

have a fatal kidney ailment, and the Society of Music Lovers has canvassed all

the available medical records and found that you alone have the right blood

type to help. They have therefore kidnapped you, and last night the violinist’s

circulatory system was plugged into yours, so that your kidneys can be used to

extract poisons from his blood as well as your own. The director of the

hospital now tells you, ‘Look, we’re sorry the Society of Music Lovers did this

to you—we would never have permitted it if we had known. But still, they did

it, and the violinist now is plugged into you. To unplug you would be to kill

him. But never mind, it’s only for nine months. By then he will have recovered

from his ailment, and can safely be unplugged from you.’ Is it morally

incumbent on you to accede to this situation? No doubt it would be very nice

of you if you did, a great kindness. But do you have to accede to it? (Thomson

in Parent 1986: 2–3)

Thomson thinks that it would be outrageous to suppose that you have to stay in a

hospital room for 9 months plugged into the violinist. She thinks it is clear that you

need not continue to be plugged into the violinist, and thus you may unplug yourself

or consent to someone’s else’s unplugging you, thereby bringing about the death of

the violinist.

Of course, the violinist is an innocent person with a stringent right to life. But,

according to Thomson, your right to determine what happens in or to your body

outweighs the violinist’s right to life in this situation. In general an individual’s

having a right to life does not entail that anyone else is required to give him or her

whatever is needed to sustain life. And this is a context, on Thomson’s view, in

which you need not provide the violinist what he needs in order to continue living.

By analogy, she wishes to argue that even if we assume that the fetus is a person

(and thus has a stringent right to life) from the moment of conception, it does not
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follow that abortion is never permissible. The violinist example shows, according to

Thomson, that abortion would be permissible in cases of rape; the mother’s lack of

consent to the sexual intercourse is parallel to your lack of consent to having the

violinist connected to your kidneys.

When I first thought about Thomson’s violinist case, I agreed with her intuition

that it would be perfectly permissible for you to unplug yourself. As she points out,

we have duties to be minimally decent Samaritans; thus we have the duty to perform

easy rescues, such as saving the baby heading toward the swimming pool. But we do

not have the duty to be good Samaritans, and remaining plugged into the violinist

would seem to be an act of good Samaritanship (and thus above and beyond the call

of duty). I also accepted Thomson’s suggestion that the violinist example is

analogous to that of pregnancy due to rape. The problem is that I also find it

plausible in the (suitably adjusted) Cabin Case that I must allow the stranger to stay

for the 9 months, as I stated above.

Here, then, is a puzzle: Why is it permissible in the violinist example but not the

Cabin Case so to act that the innocent person dies? And here is a related puzzle: if

indeed the examples are morally different in the way suggested, which is more

closely analogous to the context of pregnancy due to rape?

3 The Right to Control One’s Body

Someone might think that there is a pretty clear difference between the violinist

example and the Cabin Case which in fact makes the moral difference. In the

violinist case, you are being asked that the violinist be in direct contact with your

body; additionally, parts of your body—your kidney—are being used by the

violinist to filter toxins out of his body. So there is direct contact with parts of your

body, and parts of your body are being used by another, all without your consent. In

contrast, in the Cabin Case one is asked to sacrifice one’s plans and one’s property,

but not one’s body: there is no direct contact with the body, and one’s body or parts

of it are not being used to provide assistance to someone else.

I think the notion that we all have the right to control our bodies—that is, to

determine what happens in or to our bodies—is a deeply important idea. Presumably

it is part of a cluster of rights that constitute the more abstract right to personal

autonomy. It is however not straightforward to interpret or give content to the right

to control one’s body in the relevant way—the right to determine what should

happen in or to one’s body. I shall begin by pointing out that on certain natural ways

of understanding this right, it is not useful in the project of distinguishing the cabin

and violinist examples, because it is not plausible that the right, so understood,

outweighs another person’s right to life.

So let us suppose that the right to determine what happens in or to our bodies is

the right that someone else not be in contact with our bodies and use them without

our permission. As is evident, this formulation is very rough; we obviously need

further specifications of the notions of ‘‘contact’’ and ‘‘use.’’ For example, the

violinist’s contact with my kidneys is mediated by a set of tubes and a medical

device, but this still is supposed to count as the relevant sort of contact. And does
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scanning a portion of someone’s body and employing information got from such a

scan involve ‘‘contact’’ with that person’s body in the relevant sense? I think it

would not be easy to specify just the sorts of contact and use that are to be ruled out,

but I shall leave these matters aside.

To see the problem with the suggested interpretation of the right to control one’s

body, consider the following variant on Thomson’s violinist case. (Fischer 1991: 7)

In the ‘‘surgery variant,’’ you were in a terrible accident, and you had to have major

surgery. Because of the nature and extent of the surgery, you must stay in a hospital

bed (hooked into a complicated medical apparatus) for 9 months. Now the story

goes just as in Thomson’s violinist case: a representative of the Society of Music

Lovers introduces himself one morning, saying that they have connected a great

violinist to your kidneys… In this story it was easy to connect the violinist up to

you, as the apparatus had a ready-made kidney hook-up.

My intuition in this variant on Thomson’s original case is very different from my

initial intuition about her violinist example. I am inclined to think that it would be

impermissible for you to detach yourself from the violinist in this variant and

thereby cause his death. And yet the violinist would be in contact with you and

using your body here in just the way in which he would be using your body in the

original violinist case.

We could imagine another version of the surgery case. Suppose, as above, that

you have had surgery and must stay in the hospital bed for 9 months. But now

imagine that for some reason the violinist must be connected to some exotic medical

device that in turn must be connected to a patch of your skin. The device scans the

skin and uses the information to keep the violinist alive. The information from your

skin is the only way the violinist can be kept alive for the 9 months. Here, again, I

think it would be impermissible for you to cause yourself to be unplugged from the

violinist. So, under certain circumstances (such as your being confined to the

hospital already), it seems to me that you can be required to be in contact with

another person and allow that other person to use your body to stay alive.

Despite my initial tendency to agree with Thomson about the original violinist

case, it seems to me that you must stay hooked up to the violinist. I start with a very

strong and clear intuition that the owner of the cabin in Joel Feinberg’s example

may not prevent you from entering the cabin (and using its contents). Further, I do

not think that the owner’s duties would be any different, if he were in the cabin and

you could not be rescued for 9 months. Additionally, it would not make a decisive

difference to me if this constituted a significant violation of the owner’s autonomy

(the owner could not pursue a central project because of your presence, for

example). Finally, I am not convinced that what distinguishes Thomson’s violinist

example from such cases is the fact that in Thomson’s example you would be in

direct contact with the violinist’s body, and he would be using part of your body;

after all, one must sacrifice in the surgery variant.

We could even adjust the Cabin Case by adding that the innocent individual at

your doorstep is tiny and must be maintained in a backpack on your back (which

you can wear without significantly impairing your ability to walk around the [small]

cabin). I just do not think this changes the basic intuition that you cannot

permissibly simply allow the tiny person to starve in the cold. Finally, it does not
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change things—for me—if we were to add that the very small person must be in

contact with your skin or even connected (via tubes) to your kidneys (indeed, this

might be the reason why he needs to be in the backpack).

Of course, someone might resist my intuition about the final case, claiming that it

is just like Thomson’s original violinist example, and that he or she has a firm

intuition that you can legitimately unplug yourself from the violinist. I agree that

this move is available, but my claim here is that if we start with the Cabin Case and

move toward the Tiny Person Case (in which this person is hooked up to your

kidneys), one will feel the tug of the opposite view—the view that it is

impermissible to allow the persons in need to die (or to bring about their deaths).

It is often the case that one will have a different view of a particular case, depending

on where one ‘‘starts’’, as it were. And it is at least reason to be less confident in

one’s initial reaction to Thomson’s violinist example that one can well have a

different view of it, when one adopts a different perspective.2

4 Heller’s Challenge

In personal correspondence, Mark Heller has offered an interesting challenge to my

intuition about the Cabin Case. Heller writes:

I do not share your intuitions about the Cabin Case. If Author would have to

make a big sacrifice to save Victim, it is not at all obvious to me that Author is

not permitted to turn Victim away and let him freeze to death. I think those

who share your intuition are being partly persuaded by a failure to appreciate

how big a sacrifice Author would have to make. It is one thing to understand

the words and another to really appreciate the sacrifice. Let me give you

another case to aid in the appreciation.

Suppose that Victim shows up at Author’s doorstep, not in the Himalayas, but

in Riverside, California. Victim will die if Author does not give him $100,000.

Fill in the details any way you want in order to make this true; I have nothing

against science fiction. Even if Author comes to know and to be convinced

beyond a doubt that Victim will die if Author does not pony up the ducats, he

is permitted not to give Victim the money. And even though Author in fact has

$100,000 sitting in his living room because he has been saving up all his life

and has just withdrawn all of his savings from the bank, he is still permitted

not to give Victim the money. I think most people will agree with this

intuition. One does not have to sacrifice one’s life savings to save someone in

need.

2 It is interesting also to consider whether the following ‘‘change of perspective’’ might lead to less

confidence in an initial reaction to Thomson’s’ violinist example to the effect that it would be permissible

to unplug yourself from the violinist. Suppose you are told that everyone will have a bout of serious

kidney disease, with possible kidney failure, at least once in their lives in the future. (Perhaps this is

because of a newly identified environmental toxin to which we have all been exposed.) Might this sort of

revelation make it less obvious that one may unplug oneself from the violinist? (I owe this point to David

Hershenov.).
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Now let us extend the case. Author has withdrawn the money from the bank

because he is about to use it to pay for a trip to the Himalayas where he will

rent a cabin for nine months in order to write his book in isolation. To give up

the money is equivalent to giving up the isolation and the book. But that is just

what author was going to sacrifice in your version of the Cabin Case. If the

sacrifice is big enough to permit Author to let Victim die in the Riverside

Case, it should have the same effect in the Cabin Case.3

Heller contends that Author does not have to give up $100,000 to save a stranger at

his door. He further contends that we can understand the situation in such a way that

giving up the $100,000 would be equivalent to giving up the isolation that Author

had been saving up for. Thus, Heller concludes that you would not have to save the

person at your doorstep in the Cabin Case (and thus give up your isolation).

But I would contend that Heller’s Author/Victim Case is crucially different from

the Cabin Case; whereas it is true that Author does not have to give up $100,000 to

save Victim in Heller’s story, this is for reasons that are special to the story and do

not also obtain in the Cabin Case. The main point here is that the Author is not

isolated in the way that you are envisaged as isolated in the Cabin Case. Thus,

whereas you are the only one that can help in the Cabin Case, this is presumably not

true in Heller’s story. So one might wonder why Victim does not go to any of

Author’s neighbor’s houses or to an appropriate hospital or government office. Why

does Victim come specifically to Author’s house? In the Cabin Case you are

intimately involved with the kidnapped person: you are the only one who can help.

This is not so in the case of Author and Victim, and it seems to me that it makes a

difference to our intuitions about the cases.

After all, given that various people—or the government—could provide

assistance in the case of Victim, it seems unfair that Author be asked solely to

bear the burden of helping. This is perhaps the primary explanation for one’s initial

and strong reaction to the story presented by Heller to the effect that Author does

not have to help Victim. Recall also that Heller essentially claims that, in the version

of the story in which Author has saved the $100,000 to rent a cabin in the remote

Himalayas in order to attain much-needed solitude, giving $100,000 to Victim

would be equivalent to giving up Author’s solitude. But money is fungible and

various people—including the government—could presumably provide the money

to Victim; again, this is very different from the situation in the Cabin Case, in which

only you can help the individual on your doorstep, and only by providing lodging

and food in your cabin. So, whereas it is admittedly true that giving up the $100,000

would require giving up the solitude, it would be a mistake to infer from this point

that asking Author to give up the $100,000 savings is morally equivalent to asking

you to give up your solitude in the Cabin Case. They are quite different scenarios,

and thus the intuition that Author is not morally required to fork over the $100,000

does not transfer over to the Cabin Case.

3 Mark Heller, email correspondence, August 3, 2011.
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The fungibility of money points to an important difference between the Cabin

Case and Heller’s Case.4 In the Cabin Case, you are the only one who possesses the

life-saving measure itself, i.e., the cabin (and its contents). It is perhaps easy to think

that the same is true in the Heller Case: you are the only one who possesses the

$100,000. But note that this money, unlike the cabin, is not the thing that will save

the stranger’s life. It is the medical treatment that will save his life, and the money is

only the means with which the stranger will be able to have access to that life-saving

measure. So in the Cabin Case, you really are the party of last resort. In the Heller

Case, Author is not the party of last resort. What about the people in control of the

life-saving measure? Why can they not waive the $100,000 fee?

This difference in the two scenarios seems to make a difference to our intuitions

about the cases. Suppose that we alter the Cabin Case so that you are no longer the

owner of the cabin; rather, you are being asked to provide the $100,000 fee that will

admit the stranger to the only cabin available that will shelter him from the cold

(there is a colony of such cabins in the vicinity). Presumably it is not now so clear

that one must help the stranger. Or suppose that we adjust the Heller Case so that the

individual is not being asked to provide $100,000; rather, the stranger is brought to

her door and she is the only medical specialist with the ability to cure the stranger of

his illness. Here is seems that the doctor must help the stranger.

What if we explicitly build into Heller’s story that no one else can help, that is,

that none of the neighbors and no one in the wider community, and not even the

government, can help? This of course is a highly implausible and extreme

scenario—not unlike the Cabin Case! And not unlike the Cabin Case, it seems to me

that in this version of Heller’s story, Author really does need to spend the money to

save Victim. Again: it is highly implausible that no one else can provide the

required aid, and it would be unfair to ask Author to bear a disproportionate burden

under circumstances where others can help. The intuition that Author does not have

to spend the money to save Victim arguably comes from these features of the

situation. But if it really and truly is the case that no one else (including the

government) can help, then it is not so clear that Author may refuse to aid Victim.

Under extreme circumstances, it might just turn out that we need to do more for

others than we ordinarily think we must do. The sorts of cases under consideration

put pressure on our ordinary views about what we owe to others. If we really do

need to help in cases such as the Cabin Case (and Heller’s Case, in which no one

else can or will help), then does this not imply that I have a moral duty to donate

significant amounts of money to OXFAM or other charities? (Singer 1972, 2009) I

am not sure exactly what to say about these difficult issues, but I am inclined to bite

the bullet and agree that we probably do owe much more to others than we are

initially inclined to suppose. At least it does not seem obvious to me that this sort of

implication is so unpalatable as to require me to abandon my view that you must

save the stranger in the Cabin Case.

4 Here I am indebted to very insightful comments by Jason Michael Rourke (email correspondence,

August 3, 2013).
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5 Rape, Abortion, and the Special Status of Pregnancy

I now want to turn to the second puzzle mentioned above, that is: What is the

relationship between cases such as the violinist example and the Cabin Case, on the

one hand, and the permissibility of abortion, on the other? Most critics of Thomson

have argued that although it is permissible to unplug yourself in the violinist

example, it is not permissible to have an abortion; they have thus argued that there

are important disanalogies between the violinist example and the context of

pregnancy. I shall argue that although one must not unplug oneself from Thomson’s

violinist, this does not imply that abortion would always be impermissible, even on

the assumption that the fetus is a person. So I will join some of Thomson’s critics in

contending that there are disanalogies between the violinist case and the context of

pregnancy, but the disanalogies I identify will point in precisely the opposite

direction: they show that even if one must remain plugged into the violinist, it need

not follow that abortion is impermissible.

Thomson’s violinist example is plausibly thought to be analogous to a case of

pregnancy due to rape. But there are differences between the two sorts of context.

As Rosalind Hursthouse has emphasized, rape is typically a violent, brutal, and

physically and psychologically painful experience for the woman who is raped

(Hursthouse 1987: 187–216). Let us begin with this sort of rape—in which there is

the violent and painful nonconsensual imposition of sex on the woman. If a

pregnancy results, the woman now has in her body a developing human being with

her genetic material conjoined with that of the rapist. Thus, to force the woman to

carry this pregnancy to term would be to force her to bring into the world a child

with her genes; this may well be something to which she deeply and legitimately

objects, especially given that she may not want to keep the baby. Even if a pregnant

woman plans to put a baby up for adoption, she may well object to being forced to

bring into being a child with her genes—a child she cannot or will not care for, but

about whom she would naturally have deep concerns.

Worse yet, to force the pregnant woman to carry this pregnancy to term would be

to force her to bring into the world a child who has both her genes and those of the

man who brutally victimized her. Again, she surely may object to having to bring

into being a child who is in this way partly hers and partly his. Hursthouse writes:

The difference between the effects of staying hooked up to the violinist on the

one hand, and going through with a pregnancy on the other, is huge. The issue,

in the violinist case, is always, and only, my present physical condition… But

… very few abortions are sought because the pregnant woman is concerned

solely about her present physical condition in itself… If I do not unhook

myself from the violinist then the upshot after nine months is that some adult

human being, with whom I can shake hands and bid goodbye, survives. If I do

not have an abortion then after nine months the upshot is that there will be a

child, a new person in the world, and moreover, that child will be mine—I

shall have become a mother, and in one sense will remain one for the rest of

my life.
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Such a child will be, not only my child, but the child of its father. The fact that

pregnancy is (standardly) caused by a single act of sexual intercourse and that

the male partner in that act is the father of any child that results once again

make for a huge difference between pregnancy and the violinist case.

(Husthouse 1987: 206)

Later, Hursthouse writes:

Suppose that medical technology had advanced to the point where fetuses, or

even embryos, could be extracted from the womb alive and undamaged, and

develop into normal healthy babies in laboratory conditions. Would we think

then that a woman had a right to say whether her foetus was to be aborted dead

or live, on the grounds that she would be devastated by feeling responsible for

it for the rest of her life? And if she had such a right, that it was all right for her

to exercise it?

One possible case might be conception due to rape, where the woman could

not face the thought of a child who literally embodies a combination of herself

and the man who did this terrible thing to her. (Hursthouse 1987: 211–212)

In a ‘‘standard’’ case of rape the pregnant woman’s genes would be fused (in the

child) with those of her victimizer. The entire process of nurturing the fetus in

pregnancy could not help but remind the pregnant woman of the brutal and painful

rape. Further, if she should come into contact with or hear about the child (or adult)

in the future, this would typically remind her of the pain and violation to which she

was subjected. The mere knowledge that this individual exists, quite apart from any

contact with him or her, would be likely to produce such feelings. And yet there

would also be natural feelings of affection and identification with the developing

fetus and then the child (and adult), should the mother be forced to carry the

pregnancy to term. These inevitable ambivalences would often create a kind of

mental torture that would be inflicted upon a mother, if she were not allowed to have

an abortion (in the context of rape).

I agree with Rosalind Hursthouse then, that in a typical case of pregnancy due to

rape, there are features that are not present in the violinist case or the other cases

discussed above. In this sort of case, there is a distinctively brutal kind of sexual

violation that then issues in a fetus with the genetic material of the pregnant woman

fused with that of the rapist. If an abortion is not permitted, then the mother will

have to nurture inside her—in the distinctive ways a woman biologically supports

the developing human organism—a being with her own genetic material and that of

the rapist. Further, she will be forced to bring such a being into the social world. Of

course, there is nothing like this in the cases discussed above: the violinist does not

have your genetic material (and your genes are not fused with those of a brutal

victimizer). Although in the violinist case you are seriously inconvenienced, you are

not painfully assaulted sexually; future awareness of the violinist (perhaps attending

his concerts or hearing his music on a C.D.) would certainly remind one of a period

of some discomfort and inconvenience, but it would not evoke memories of the

distinctively horrible kind of pain and victimization involved in rape.
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Some have contended that Thomson’s well-known violinist example is impor-

tantly disanalogous to the context of a pregnancy. They have typically thought that,

whereas it is permissible to unplug yourself from Thomson’s violinist, it is not

permissible to have an abortion. They have suggested that abortion is a case of

killing, whereas unplugging yourself would merely be letting die; or that abortion is

intentional killing whereas unplugging yourself is merely unintended but foresee-

able killing, and so forth. Many other alleged asymmetries have been suggested. But

whereas I have highlighted asymmetries, they have been in service of precisely the

opposite conclusion: although it is not permissible to unplug yourself from the

violinist, it is permissible to have an abortion in certain circumstances, in particular,

the context of rape.

I agree with Hursthouse that in ‘‘standard’’ or ‘‘typical’’ cases of rape, requiring a

pregnant woman to bring the pregnancy to term would force her to bring into the

social world a child with her genes fused with those of her victimizer, thus

potentially causing ongoing and significant distress. But there would seem to be

other, perhaps ‘‘non-standard’’ and certainly ‘‘atypical’’ cases of rape that are at

least imaginable; these cases would not have the features identified by Hursthouse

(and to which I have pointed above), and yet abortion would seem to be equally

permissible in such cases. That is, if abortion is permissible in the standard or

typical cases of rape, then it would also seem to be permissible in these non-

standard or atypical cases of rape. Thus the reasons sketched above for supposing

that a context of rape is relevantly different from Thomson’s violinist case do not

quite capture the difference in question, and they do not quite get at exactly why

abortion would (at least arguably) be permissible in a context of rape.

Consider a case, which is at least imaginable, in which a woman is impregnated

(without her consent) with a fertilized egg, but not her own egg (and thus lacking

her genetic material). One might even imagine that there is no physical force or pain

involved; perhaps she is drugged, taken to a hospital, and while under anesthesia the

fertilized egg is implanted in her body. This, it seems to me, is a case of rape,

although certainly not a typical or standard case. Given that the pregnant woman did

not consent to the pregnancy, and did not engage in behavior with what she knew or

should have known had risks of resulting in pregnancy (I assume that merely

existing does not count as such behavior), it would seem that abortion should be

permissible in such a case, if it is permissible in a standard or typical case of rape.

But then we do not yet have a fully adequate explanation of the difference between

contexts of rape and the violinist example.

What I think is in common between a standard and non-standard case of rape (of

the sort discussed above) is the imposition of pregnancy upon a woman without her

consent. And what would be in common in requiring the pregnant woman to take

the pregnancy to term would be forced gestation in a context in which the pregnancy

is not due in part to her consent. The woman would be required to engage in

gestation of the fetus, with its distinctive and special biological properties. In my

view, a woman has a right to control her reproductive system in a way that implies

that she cannot morally be required to engage in gestation in a context in which she

is pregnant as a result of activities to which she did not consent. And this

explanation points to a deeper and more fundamental difference between the
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violinist example and the Cabin Case and a case of pregnancy due to rape: if we

were to require a pregnant woman to take the pregnancy to term in a context of rape,

as opposed to requiring you to help the violinist or the stranger in the Cabin Case,

we would be requiring gestation (in a context in which there was no consent along

the path to the pregnancy [or the situation of asymmetric dependence]). Thus,

whereas I believe that Hursthouse’s suggestion is important and takes us in the right

direction, we now have a more accurate and more basic explanation of why it is

permissible to have an abortion in a case of rape, if it is indeed permissible, and why

the context of pregnancy due to rape is fundamentally different from examples such

as the violinist example and the Cabin Case.

Note further that the mere fact the fetus has the woman’s genetic material fused

with that of her victimizer and thus the child’s presence (or mere existence) would

cause great discomfort to the woman throughout her life cannot be sufficient for the

permissibility of abortion. This is because it would then also license a woman’s

killing (say) her own 8 year old child (who was born as a result of rape).5 The

wrongness of requiring a woman to bring the pregnancy to term in either the

standard or non-standard rape cases should not be construed in such a way that it

would be dependent on there being no therapy in the future that could significantly

reduce or eliminate a woman’s mental distress upon seeing (or being aware of) her

child who was born as a result of a rape. That is, if such a therapy were developed in

the future, this would not (in my view) make it the case that it would be

impermissible for a woman to choose to have an abortion in a context of pregnancy

due to rape. It is not merely a matter of psychological distress; rather, the basic point

is that a woman has the right to control her reproductive system. More specifically,

she ‘‘owns’’ it in a way that implies that she cannot legitimately be forced to engage

in gestation in a context of pregnancy due to rape.

Thomson suggested that a woman has a right to determine what should happen in

and to her body, a right that arguably outweighs an innocent person’s right to life in

certain cases (and, in particular, the context of pregnancy due to rape). But this

abstract right needs to be given more concrete interpretation; arguably, abstract

rights are ‘‘bundles’’ of more concrete rights. I have claimed that this bundle

includes the right to control one’s reproductive system in the specific sense that one

cannot legitimately be required to engage in gestation in a situation in which the

pregnancy is not due to activities to which one has consented. This gives a more

refined, and in my view, more accurate interpretation of the ‘‘ownership’’ involved

5 Consider also this case, due to comments by Jason Gray (email correspondence, March 17, 2013).

Suppose an unscrupulous doctor pays for eastern European or African women to come to the United

States so that he can sedate them and steal their eggs, which he then sells to couples where the wife is

infertile because of problems with her fallopian tubes. (We might suppose that she can carry a child to

term but not conceive.) The doctor uses the husband’s sperm to fertilize the egg and the embryo is

implanted in the wife. Does the woman whose egg was stolen have a claim against the wife who is

carrying the embryo, such that she can force her to get an abortion?

It seems not: it seems to me that the immigrant cannot legitimately force the wife to have an abortion,

despite the facts that the woman’s genetic property was expropriated from her against her will, combined

with the genetic material of someone she did not want it combined with (by a man who violated her

rights), and now a child is liable to result which will forever be a painful reminder of the violation she was

subjected to.
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in the contention that a woman owns her body in a way that would render abortion

permissible in certain contexts, even under the assumption that the fetus is a person

from the earliest stages.

6 Thomson’s People-Seeds Example

I wish to turn to a fascinating but under-explored example contained in Judith

Thomson’s ‘‘A Defense of Abortion’’: the ‘‘people-seeds’’ case.6 Whereas an

extraordinary amount of attention has been given to Thomson’s ‘‘violinist case,’’ I

know of no sustained analysis of the people-seed example. Given the stunning

ingenuity of the violinist case, perhaps it is not surprising that it would receive

considerably more attention.7 But I think that the people-seeds case is also

interesting, and given that it purports to help to establish that abortion can be

permissible even in cases in which the pregnancy resulted from voluntary

intercourse (with the use of contraception), it is important carefully to evaluate it.

As discussed above, Thomson’s view about the violinist case is that it would be

morally permissible for you to unplug yourself from the violinist, knowing that this

would lead to his death. She uses this example to motivate her view that it would be

permissible for a woman to consent to an abortion in a case of rape. Thomson’s

view is especially noteworthy insofar as she is willing to assume, for the sake of the

argument, that the fetus is a person from the earliest stages (and thus has a serious

right to life); nevertheless, she concludes from the violinist case that a pregnant

woman may consent to an abortion in a case of rape.

Thomson’s article is in many ways groundbreaking. One of the most important

ways is that she encourages us to focus on what might be called the ‘‘ethics of

beneficence.’’ That is, once one recognizes that it is crucial to consider the pregnant

woman’s rights and interests as well as those of the fetus, one should recognize that,

arguably at least, the pregnant woman is being asked to engage in an act of good

Samaritanship insofar as she is required to bring the pregnancy to term. Thomson

brings into focus the fact that gestation is a form of assistance and should be

theorized as such. Thomson encourages us to ask whether the pregnant woman has

given the fetus a right to the use of her body (in the range of relevant cases), and,

further, whether it is permissible (in any of these cases) for the pregnant woman to

cease to assist the fetus in developing further. Thus, the focus is shifted from a

preoccupation with issues about personhood and also (for example) killing versus

letting die to the ethics of beneficence. I commend these important advances due to

Thomson’s extraordinary article.

In a part of the article that is perhaps less well-known (or less frequently

discussed) than her discussion of the permissibility of abortion in cases of

pregnancy due to rape, Thomson wishes to argue that abortion can be morally

permissible in cases of voluntary intercourse (with the use of contraception), even

6 It is perhaps especially appropriate to revisit the article insofar as we have just celebrated the fortieth

anniversary of its publication.
7 For a thorough and systematic treatment of the literature on the violinist case, see Boonin (2003).
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on the assumption (again) that the fetus is a person from the earliest stages. She

writes:

If the room is stuffy, and I therefore open a window to air it, and a burglar

climbs in, it would be absurd to say, ‘Ah, now he can stay, she’s given him a

right to the use of her house—for she is partially responsible for his presence

there, having voluntarily done what enabled him to get in, in full knowledge

that there are such things as burglars, and that burglars burgle.’ It would be

still more absurd to say this if I had had bars installed outside my windows,

precisely to prevent burglars from getting in, and a burglar got in only because

of a defect in the bars. (Thomson in Parent 1986: 14–15)

I interpret Thomson as arguing for the conclusion that abortion is morally

permissible in the case of voluntary intercourse with the use of contraception. It is

perhaps unclear that this is her conclusion, rather than the more modest conclusion

that the pregnant woman has not given the fetus the right to the use of her body by

voluntarily engaging in sexual intercourse. In various places however Thomson at

least suggests that she seeks to argue that abortion is morally permissible in a

specific range of cases (including, I believe, the context of voluntary sexual

intercourse with the use of contraception). For example, in summarizing the article

at the end, she says, ‘‘Secondly, while I am arguing for the permissibility of abortion

in some cases, I am not arguing for the right to secure the death of the unborn

child.’’ (Thomson in Parent 1986: 22) I thus shall interpret Thomson as arguing for

the conclusion about the permissibility of abortion, rather than only the more

modest conclusion about rights.8

Some might think that people are inclined to believe that the burglar can in any

case be removed from a home in part at least because he has violated a duty in

breaking into the house. To avoid such a worry, Thomson presents the people-seeds

case:

It remains equally absurd [to suppose that the owner has given the interloper a

right to the use of the house] if I imagine it is not a burglar who climbs in, but

an innocent person who blunders or falls in. Again, suppose it were like this:

people-seeds drift about in the air like pollen, and if you open your windows,

one may drift in and take root in your carpets or upholstery. You don’t want

children so you fix up your windows with fine mesh screens, the very best you

can buy. As can happen, however, and on very, very rare occasions does

happen, one of the screens is defective; and a seed drifts in and takes root.

Does the person-plant who now develops have a right to the use of your

8 My main interest here is an evaluation of the logic of the argumentation, rather than the development of

a critique of Thomson. That is, I am concerned with evaluating whether the people-seeds case (or similar

cases) can help to establish that abortion is morally permissible in cases of voluntary intercourse with

failure of contraception. If Thomson did not mean to argue for that conclusion, but only the more minimal

conclusion that in cases of voluntary intercourse using contraception, the pregnant woman has not given

the fetus the right to use her body, then my reflections in the current paper should not be taken as pertinent

to Thomson’s conclusion. Rather, I should in this instance be seen to be exploring whether one could use

such examples (and Thomson’s more modest conclusion) to get to the conclusion that abortion is morally

permissible in cases of voluntary sexual intercourse with the use of contraception.
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house? Surely not—despite the fact that you voluntarily opened your

windows, you knowingly keep carpets and upholstered furniture, and you

knew that screens were sometimes defective. Someone may argue that you are

responsible for its rooting, that it does have a right to your house, because after

all you could have lived out your life with bare floors and furniture, or with

sealed windows and doors. But this won’t do—for by the same token anyone

can avoid a pregnancy due to rape by having a hysterectomy, or anyway by

never leaving home without a (reliable) army. (Thomson in Parent 1986: 15)

On my interpretation, Thomson concludes that there are cases of voluntary sexual

intercourse with the use of contraception in which abortion is permissible, even on

the assumption that the fetus is a person. Just as the person-plant does not have the

right to use your house in her example, so the fetus does not have the right to use the

pregnant woman’s body in a case of voluntary intercourse (in which contraception

has failed). Further, just as you may remove the person-plant from your house, so

the pregnant woman may remove (or consent to the removal of) the fetus from her

body in the case of voluntary intercourse with the use of contraception (which has

failed).

Note that Thomson’s analogy relies on an equivalence between having access to

fresh air and engaging in sexual activity; I put this point aside for the sake of this

discussion. I do not take a stand, one way or another, on the conclusion I attribute to

Thomson (that abortion is permissible in cases of voluntary sexual intercourse with

the use of contraception). Rather, I first argue that it is unclear what to say about

Thomson’s people-seeds case; that is, once one keeps firmly in mind that the seeds

are already full-fledged persons, it is unclear that it is permissible to remove a

person-sprout from one’s house. Second I argue that, because of crucial

disanalogies between her case and the context of intercourse and conception,

Thomson’s example does not support her conclusion that abortion is sometimes

permissible in cases of voluntary intercourse (even on the assumption that the fetus

is a person).

7 A Critique of the Original People-Seeds Example (and a Modification)

It is perhaps worth pausing to emphasize that Thomson is assuming that the

‘‘people-seeds’’ are full-fledged persons, and not merely potential persons. One’s

intuitions about the cases might be distorted by implicitly thinking of the people-

seeds as merely potential, and not yet full-fledged, persons. Think of them perhaps

as miniature persons who will grow and ‘‘awaken’’ if they find themselves in the

right spot.9 In any case, it is important to make sure that in considering the range of

people-seed cases, we are thinking of the people-seeds as full-fledged persons. And

9 One might even imagine these small persons as somehow ineluctably attracted to a certain kind of

music (sort of like Odysseus and the siren songs). Knowing this, if you play this sort of music (with the

window open), and you thereby attract a person-seed toward the window, it would seem that your act of

playing the music would be relevant to the question of what it is permissible to do about the person-sprout

who manages to take root.
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when we keep firmly in mind the notion that the people-seeds are already full-

fledged persons, it does not seem at all clear that you may remove the person-sprout

in Thomson’s people-seeds case.

Kelly Sorensen makes the point as follows:

Imagine you live in a high-rise apartment. The room is stuffy, and so you open

a window to air it out. You don’t want anyone coming in—burglars, or even

innocents like clumsy window-washers, or an actor portraying Spider-man—

so you fix up your windows with metal bars, the very best you can buy. As can

happen, though, the bars and/or their installation are defective, and the Spider-

man actor (or a window washer) falls in, breaks his back in a special way, and

cannot be moved, without ending his life, for nine months. Are you morally

required to let him stay?10

Sorensen reports that many of her students, upon consideration of this case, change

their answer from ‘‘no’’ in the people-seeds case to to ‘‘yes’’ in the Spider-man case.

This at least suggests that they are not thinking of the people-seeds as full-fledged

persons.

If one were inclined to hold that you may remove the sprout in Thomson’s case

(keeping vividly in mind that the sprout is already a person), how would one

distinguish this from my Cabin Case (discussed above)? Recall the Cabin Case:

Suppose you have planned for many years to take a trip to a very remote place

in the Himalaya mountains. You have secured a cabin in an extremely remote

and inaccessible place in the mountains. You wish to be alone; you have

enough supplies for yourself, and also have some extras in case of an

emergency. Unfortunately, a very evil man has kidnapped an innocent person

and brought him to die in the desolate mountain country near your cabin. The

innocent person wanders for hours and finally happens upon your cabin.

You have the following problem. You can radio for help, but because of the

remoteness and inaccessibility of your cabin and the relatively primitive

technology of the country in which it is located, the rescue party will require

nine months to reach your cabin. Thus, you are faced with a choice. You can

let the innocent stranger into your cabin and provide food and shelter until the

rescue party arrives in nine months, or you can forcibly prevent him from

entering your cabin (or staying there) and thus cause his death (or perhaps

allow him to die). It is evident that he will die unless you allow him to stay in

the cabin. (Fischer 1991: 6)

As I claimed above, it seems clear that it would be morally impermissible to let the

innocent stranger die in the cold. And it is hard to see how one could accept this

while also maintaining that it is permissible for you to remove the person-sprout in

Thomson’s people-seeds case. At the very least, it is not at all clear that you may

remove the person-sprout in Thomson’s case, when it is kept firmly in mind that the

person-sprout is already a full-fledged person.

10 Kelly Sorensen, email correspondence, August 13, 2013.
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Note that Thomson states that the difference between the people-seeds case and

the burglar example is that in the people-seeds case, an innocent person just

‘‘blunders or falls in.’’11 But it might make a difference to one’s intuitions about the

permissibility of destroying the person-plant if you cause the person-seed to come in

(in a certain sort of way). So suppose that you can get some fresh air by simply

opening the window (with the fine mesh screen), but still, you would get so much

more if you were to use your fan, suitably placed and positioned so that it is sucking

air from outside into the room. The only problem is that this sucks people-seeds into

the room along with the fresh air. (Perhaps there is a people-seed tree not far

away…)12

In the modified people-seeds case in which you have gone ahead and used a fan

to suck in air (and, as a foreseeable side-effect, the person-seed as well), the person-

seed does not simply blunder or fall in: you play a certain role in causing it to come

in. Of course, in Thomson’s original people-seeds case, you also play a role in the

seed’s coming in—you voluntarily open the window. At this point, I simply offer

the modified case—the case with the addition of the fan—as a heuristic device: an

example in which some might find it relatively clear that it would be impermissible

for you to remove the person-sprout. Further, I point out that one should say the

same thing about Thomson’s original case as the modified case—in both cases the

presence of the person-sprout in your house is in part due to your voluntary

behavior. In both cases you voluntarily do something that you know increases the

probability of a person-seed coming into your room. So: if one is not inclined to

think that you may remove the person-sprout in the modified case, one should also

not be inclined to think that you may remove the person-sprout in Thomson’s

original people-seed case.

Of course, I am not here arguing that it is obvious that you may not remove the

sprout in either Thomson’s original case or the modified case. One might still think

that it would be morally permissible to remove the sprout in both cases. Rather, I

contend that reflection on the Cabin Case and the modified people-seeds case, while

keeping firmly in mind that the people-seeds are already full-fledged persons,

renders it at best unclear that you may remove the sprout in the original people-

seeds case.

Just above I offered the modification of the case (with the addition of the fan) as a

heuristic device. It may however be possible to make an even stronger claim about

the modified case; that is, I now present a view according to which the modified case

11 Note also that a burglar would presumably not die if he were removed from your room; this points to

another difference between the people-seeds scenario and the burglar example. And it obviously

represents a crucial difference between the burglar case and the context of pregnancy.
12 Alternatively, I could imagine our modified case as follows. You have installed the screen, but for one

reason or another the air is especially fresh and nice if blown in from a certain direction—in particular, a

direction that lies just beyond and behind a people-seed tree. So you personally place a fan behind this

people-seed tree, and then it blows the air–and the seeds-toward your screened window. One gets in

through the screen. Some will perhaps find this version of the case more compelling.
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does indeed add a feature not present in Thomson’s original case but characteristic

of pregnancy due to voluntary intercourse (with failure of contraception). If this

view is correct, then the modified case is more than a mere heuristic device.

The view depends on a crucial distinction between a factor that is a ‘‘causal

enabler’’ and a factor that is a ‘‘cause’’; although this distinction seems to me

eminently plausible, I cannot here fully defend it. The point is that in Thomson’s

original example, your opening the window is a causal enabler; it enables the people

seeds to come in and the person-sprout to lodge in your carpet. In contrast, it seems

to me that in a case of voluntary intercourse with failure of contraception, the

voluntary activities of the woman count as more than mere causal enablers; they

count as causes of the sperm coming into her body and joining with an egg. Now I

wish to emphasize immediately—and I cannot emphasize this enough—that I

certainly do not take her to be the sole cause of the events in question (the sperm

coming into her body and joining with the egg); surely, and obviously, the man is

also fully a cause of these results. Neither is the sole cause, but each is a cause,

rather than a mere causal enabler.

Think of it this way. In Thomson’s original case, your activities take place

against the background of the people-seeds flying about willy-nilly; you do not

affect the way they are flying about by opening the window, and your voluntarily

opening the window merely enables the seeds to come in. The situation in the case

of voluntary intercourse is, of course, different; the woman’s voluntary activities do

not take place against a fixed background of willy-nilly flying about of seeds, as it

were. Rather, the woman’s voluntary activities are a cause of a fundamental change

in the trajectory of the seeds. If this kind of analysis is roughly correct, then the

woman’s role in Thomson’s original case is crucially different from her role in

pregnancy due to contraceptive failure in a case of voluntary intercourse; in the

former case, her activities are mere causal enablers of the relevant upshot, whereas

in the latter case her activities are causes (although, again, not sole causes) of the

relevant upshot.

When Thomson’s original case is modified to include the fan, the woman now

becomes a cause, rather than a mere causal enabler, of the people-seeds coming in

and the person-sprout taking root. Thus, with this modification, the case becomes

more like voluntary intercourse with contraceptive failure. And perhaps it is now

clear why one might have a different intuition about the original case and the

modified case, and why it would not follow from an intuition (if one had it) that it is

permissible to destroy the person-sprout in the original case that it would be

permissible to have an abortion in a case of pregnancy due to failure of

contraception in a context of voluntary intercourse. So, at the very least, the

modification of the original case with the fan is a helpful heuristic device; but it may

well be more.13

13 Again, I wish to emphasize that nothing in my argument in the text depends on accepting that there is a

(clear) distinction between a cause and a causal enabler or that this distinction has normative significance

(of the sort in question). If one is skeptical here, I would fall back on the contention that the introduction

of the fan is a helpful heuristic device.
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8 A Reply to the Modified Case

David Boonin has suggested an interesting reply to the modified people-seeds case

(the case modified to include the fan). Boonin writes:

If the people-seed will just remain a seed if it isn’t blown into your room, then

even if the fan causes it to end up in the room, I don’t think this creates a

special obligation to keep it alive. Of course, if the seed would otherwise have

gone to some other room and been brought to term, as it were, then things are

very different—you harm the seed by directing it into your room and then not

letting it grow. But conception isn’t like that.

A useful analogy might just be with frozen embryos. Suppose there is an

embryo that will soon die if you don’t direct it into your body (let’s assume

you’re a woman to keep things relatively simple). If you direct it into your

body and later decide you don’t want to bring it to term, I don’t think the fact

that your voluntary act led it to be in your body means you have a special

obligation to bring it to term, because it would have died already anyhow. But

if someone would instead have taken the embryo and brought it to term, then if

you direct it into your body and abort it you make it worse off than it would

have been, so once it’s there you probably have acquired a duty to keep it

alive. But the modified people-seed case seems more like the first version, in

which case I think even if you blow the seed into your house you don’t have to

let it stay there.14

Consider Boonin’s first scenario, in which the person-seed would simply remain a

seed, if it were not sucked into your room. Similarly, we might also consider the

frozen embryo case in which the embryo would soon die if you do not direct it into

your body. In these scenarios Boonin judges that you do not have any special

obligations with respect to the seed and the embryo, simply because you have

played a certain role in causing them to be in a position to develop further. I believe

that it is unclear what to say about these cases, and I speculate (as above) that a

tendency to agree with Boonin here might come from failing to think of the seed or

the frozen embryo as already a full-fledged person. But, as I emphasized in the

preceding section, Thomson assumes that the people-seeds are already full-fledged

persons. If one thinks of them in this way, it remains plausible to me that in the

modified version of Thomson’s people-seeds case (with the addition of the fan), you

do indeed have a special obligation to assist in bringing the sprout to term. That is,

given the assumption that the people-seeds and frozen embryos are indeed already

full-fledged persons, it is unclear that the scenarios invoked by Boonin decisively

call into question the existence of this sort of special obligation.

At best, we now have a standoff that points to the incompleteness of any pro-

choice argument that relies primarily on Thomson’s original people-seeds case. But

I believe that further reflection reveals an even deeper problem with employing such

examples to help to establish Thomson’s conclusion insofar as there is a

14 David Boonin, email correspondence, March 3, 2010.
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fundamental difference between the range of scenarios under discussion here and

the situation with respect to conception. The problem is that prior to conception, one

has a sperm (or set of sperm) and an egg—but neither in itself is plausibly analogous

to the people-seeds (which are, in Thomson’s case, assumed to be persons already).

So conception is in some salient respects not like any of the scenarios we have

considered thus far; that is, it is fundamentally unlike a scenario in which a pre-

existing person can be directed to this place or that via one’s voluntary actions.

Rather, it is a context involving the creation of a person (that is, an individual

assumed to be a person for the sake of the argument). And this difference might well

make a difference to our moral judgments.

9 Further Modifications

To make the example more like the context of sexual intercourse and conception, let

us modify Thomson’s original people-seeds case in a different way as follows.

Imagine that people-seeds are the result of the merger of two ‘‘half-seeds’’, an

M-half-seed and an F-half-seed, and that there is an F-half-seed in the (stuffy) room

already. As in Thomson’s original people-seeds case, you have installed a fine wire

mesh screen in the window to seek to prevent the M-half-seeds from coming in. You

know however that if you open the window to get fresh air, an M-half-seed might

nevertheless get in through the screen and merge with the F-half-seed. When you do

in fact open the window and an M-half-seed in fact gets through and merges with

the F-half-seed, it does not seem at all clear that it would be permissible for you to

remove the person-sprout that has developed from the person-seed that is the result

of the merging of the two half-seeds. After all, you played a crucial role in bringing

it about that there is a person-seed and thus a person-sprout in your room!

I contend that the case of the half-seeds is more like the context of voluntary

intercourse and conception due to contraceptive failure. My main point is that, once

the example is adjusted to make it more like a context of sexual intercourse and

conception, it is simply not at all clear that it would be morally permissible to

remove the plant. That is, once the people-seeds example is made more like a cause

of conception due to contraceptive failure, one’s moral intuitions will be

considerably less favorable to Thomson’s position. I claim that it is important to

see this point, and thus the incompleteness of any argument for the pro-choice view

based on Thomson’s people-seeds case. Obviously, in voluntary intercourse you

help to bring into existence the zygote through your voluntary actions. Thus, even if

it would be perfectly permissible to destroy the person-sprout (in Thomson’s

original case and even a version of the modified example that includes the fan but

not the half-seeds—the version in which the relevant person-seed would not have

developed, in the absence of coming into your room), this would not support the

conclusion that abortion is sometimes permissible in the case of voluntary

intercourse (on the assumption that the fetus is a person).

To bring out the intuition that it is not obviously permissible to remove the sprout in

the half-seed case, I could add a fan to the example (as above). I do not believe this is

necessary in order to make my point; as above, the addition of the fan could be thought
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of as simply a heuristic device to bring out an intuition—an intuition that should be the

same as in the half-seed case already presented (without the fan). Alternatively, as

above, it could be thought of as more—as adding a feature that is present in sexual

intercourse that is not already present in the half-seeds case. So imagine, again, that

people-seeds are the result of the merger of two ‘‘half-seeds,’’ an M-half-seed and an

F-half-seed, and that there is an F-half-seed in the (stuffy) room already; indeed it is

placed just in the area where the fan would cause air to be sucked into the room. You

want the fresh air, but you know that using the fan will cause lots of M-half-seeds to

come toward the room; these half-seeds would not necessarily come in this direction

otherwise, but, rather, would float around randomly in the air. As in the original

people-seeds case, you have installed a fine wire mesh screen in the window to seek to

prevent the half-seeds from coming in. You know however that if you use the fan and

the M-half-seeds come toward the window, it is possible that at least one of them will

get through the screen and merge with the F-half-seed that is already present. When

you do in fact use the fan and an M-half-seed in fact gets through and merges with the

F-half-seed, it does not seem at all clear that it would be permissible for you to remove

the person-sprout that has developed from the person-seed that is the result of the

merging of the two half-seeds. After all, you played a crucial role in bringing it about

that there is a person-seed and thus a person-sprout in your room; arguably, you caused

the person-sprout to be there. (Again, recall that you can be a cause without being the

sole cause.) I conclude that once the people-seeds case is made more like the context of

sexual intercourse and conception, it does not provide support for the conclusion that

abortion would be permissible in the case of voluntary intercourse with the use of

contraception.

Slightly more carefully, I have argued that in the original version of the people-seeds

case, it is unclear whether it would be permissible to remove the person-sprout insofar

as it is assumed to be a full-fledged person. I can now note further that even if one

thought that it would indeed be permissible to remove the sprout in the original case, it

would not follow that it would be permissible to have an abortion in a case of voluntary

sexual intercourse with contraceptive failure, since there is a fundamental difference

between the structure of the original case and the context of such intercourse. And if one

brings the people-seeds example more into conformity with the structure of intercourse

and conception by modifying it to include the half-seeds, one again sees that it is

completely unclear that it would be permissible to remove the sprout.

Return to Boonin’s examples discussed in the previous section. Here is a way of

putting my reply. In the Cabin Case, it does seem that it would be morally

impermissible to let the innocent stranger die on your porch. There are at least two

ways in which the people-seeds cases (modified to involve the half-seeds) are

different from the Cabin Case so as to make it even more plausible that it is not

permissible for you to fail to assist the person-sprout. First, you have voluntarily

acted so as to cause the people-sprout to be lodged in your room. Second, your

voluntary action leads to the creation of a person, and arguably the norms pertaining

to creation of persons are different in important ways from the norms pertaining to

the treatment of pre-existing persons. More specifically, it is at least plausible that

one has a special obligation to assist a person one has voluntarily created.
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10 A question About the Explanation of Our Moral Intuitions

I wish to consider an interesting additional question about the half-seeds cases.15

Suppose you played absolutely no role at all in the merger of the M- and F-half-

seeds. Let us say that someone else opens the window (in the case without the fan).

Or suppose that someone else forced the fan to be turned on in your room. Would

one not also think that you morally may not remove the resulting person-sprout in

these scenarios, especially in light of the point to the effect that the sprout is already

a full-fledged person? If one judges that you may not remove the sprout in the case

in which you voluntarily open the window, would one not also need to say the same

thing about the case in which someone else opens the window (without your

permission)? And if one judges that you may not remove the sprout in the case in

which you use the fan, would one not also need to say the same thing about the case

in which someone else turns on the fan (without your consent)? And, if this is so,

then what is doing the work in the various scenarios isn’t your voluntary behavior;

thus, it would not be your ‘‘responsibility’’ for the resulting person-sprout that plays

the relevant role in explaining the moral intuition (if one shares it) that it would not

be morally permissible to remove the person-sprout.

The first thing to observe here is that this question goes to the issue of how to

explain the apparent intuition in the half-seed cases that you may not remove the

resulting person-sprout; it does not in any way challenge the intuition. I am not

certain what exactly to say about the case in which someone else opens the window

or turns on the fan (without your permission). I have an inclination to say that,

insofar as you are caused without your consent to assist in the creation of a person-

sprout, you need not assist it in developing further (and you may remove it). On this

way of thinking about it, your voluntary behavior does play a crucial role in

explaining your special obligation in the case in which you yourself open the

window or turn on the fan freely. Here the idea would be that it makes a difference

that you are forced to participate in the creation of a person, as opposed to either

voluntarily participating in the creation of a person or involuntarily being in a

position where one must take care of a pre-existing person. On this sort of view, the

norms associated with the creation of persons may be different from those

pertaining to the treatment of pre-existing persons, and we could thus distinguish the

case in which someone else opens the window or turns on the fan against your will

from the Cabin Case (discussed above).16

Alternatively, one could assimilate the half-seed cases in which you do not

voluntarily open the window or turn on the fan and the Cabin Case and thus

conclude that you may not remove the person-sprout in these half-seed cases. Note

that it certainly does not follow from the intuition—if one has it—that you may not

remove the person sprout in the cases in which you do not voluntarily open the

window or someone else turns on the fan that abortion would not be permissible in

the case of rape. As I argued above, rape is a very different kind of context, and it

15 I am very grateful to David Boonin for this question: email correspondence, June 10, 2011.
16 There is an interesting and subtle discussion of the importance of taking into account the special norms

associated with creation in Little (2003).
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would be illegitimate to extrapolate from intuitions about the people-seeds scenarios

to rape.

Again: to force a woman to carry a pregnancy to term in the context of rape is to

force her to engage in gestation in a situation in which the pregnancy is not due to her

consent, and gestation—with its specific biological features—is not required in the

people-seeds scenarios. Of course, we could change the people-seeds cases so that they

do indeed require gestation. So, for example, imagine that if you open the window a

people-seed might fly in, come into your mouth, and end up in your uterus (never mind

the biological details—suppose it works this way).17 Or imagine that if you open the

window a people-seed might fly in and come directly into your uterus.18 In these

versions of the family of people-seed cases, if the people-seed is to develop into a

physically independent organism, you must engage in gestation of the sort that would

be required in a ‘‘standard’’ pregnancy.

The problem in evaluating such cases is that they are so similar to standard cases of

pregnancy that our intuitions will presumably simply re-inscribe the initial intuitions

we have about abortion. The hypothetical examples or thought-experiments are

supposed to help us make progress by shifting the territory away from ordinary or

standard cases of human pregnancy, but the people-seeds cases, revised as currently

envisaged, cannot perform this function: they are too ‘‘close’’ to ordinary human

pregnancy. The cases, so revised, do perhaps have the function of ‘‘screening off’’

distorting and ‘‘puritanical’’ views about sex and its consequences, since the

pregnancies in these thought-experiments are not due to sex. But, apart from this

felicitous feature of the cases, I do not think that they will help us make sufficient

progress, given that they essentially call on us simply to evaluate whether a woman

should be required to engage in gestation in a situation in which the pregnancy is not

due to her consent. Whatever views one starts with about abortion will simply be re-

inscribed here; further, the examples will presumably not help an uncommitted

agnostic about the permissibility of abortion to make progress.

Another potential revision of the people-seeds cases would be to imagine that

when you open the window a gust of wind blows the violinist into your room and

causes you to be hooked up to him. (Of course, he needs the use of your kidneys for

9 months, and so forth…)19 Perhaps the gust of wind is so strong that it blows the

violinist (and the relevant equipment) right through the fine mesh screen you have

installed to prevent people-seeds from entering. But again this revision does not

make any progress toward reaching a pro-choice conclusion, at least in my view,

since I hold (as above) that it is not permissible for you to unplug yourself from the

violinist in Thomson’s violinist example.

Of course, it would also not follow from a judgment that you may not remove the

people-sprout in the case in which you voluntarily open the window or turn on the

fan that abortion would not be permissible in a case of voluntary intercourse

(assuming that the fetus is a person from the early stages). Here we would need to

consider whether the burdens of carrying a fetus and bringing the pregnancy to term

17 I am grateful to David Hershenov for this suggestion.
18 I owe this suggestion to David Boonin.
19 Thanks to David Boonin for this version of the people-seeds stories.
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are comparable to those involved in assisting the person-sprout in continuing to

develop. It seems that the burdens of carrying an unwanted pregnancy to term are

considerably greater than and, in any case, importantly different from those

involved in allowing the sprout to develop. That is, gestation is importantly different

from other forms of nurturing and support. My point in this paper has certainly not

been to argue for a pro-life position. Rather, I have sought to explore just how far

Thomson—or anyone—can get with her people-seeds example (and related

examples), and my conclusion has been that any argument for the pro-choice

position that relies primarily on the people-seeds example is seriously incomplete.

11 An Additional Exploration of the People-Seeds Cases

In very generous and insightful comments on my analysis of Thomson’s people-

seeds case (above), Boonin has provided a potential way of improving or further

developing the pro-choice case suggested by Thomson’s people-seeds cases.20

Boonin begins by building explicitly into the cases he wishes to consider the fact

that the individual who needs help is clearly and indisputably a person. He begins as

follows:

So suppose that there is a half-seed in your friend’s stuffy hospital room and

that if you open the window and turn on the fan to get some fresh air, this will

suck a complimentary half-seed into the room which will bond with the first

half-seed and instantaneously produce a fully-developed, living, breathing,

conscious, highly intelligent violinist. I will refer to this case as the

instantaneous violinist. This violinist will simply pop into existence and will

then die within the hour unless you allow him to be plugged into your body for

the next nine months. (Boonin 2013: ms. 6–7)

He now goes on to consider two versions of the case, which differ only in terms of

what this violinist’s attitude would justifiably be toward his own brief life, if you

bring him into existence and then let him die within the hour:

In the first version of the case, he would say something like this: ‘This sucks. I

just got here. True, I’ve had a few briefly enjoyable experiences, but now all

that’s left is for me to sit here and suffer the horrible dread of my immediate

impending death. A drop or two of pleasure does nothing to outweigh this

terrifying experience. I would have been better off never existing than having

such a short and miserable life. I wish you had never opened the window.’ In

the second version of the case, he would instead say something like this: ‘So

this is life, huh? Pretty cool. I’ve gotten to enjoy a couple of neat experiences

in the last few minutes that I wouldn’t have gotten to enjoy if you hadn’t

opened the window, so thanks for doing that. Now, of course, it would be

really great if I could go on living even further, so I do hope you’ll let me plug

myself into you for the next nine months. But if you don’t, I’ll certainly

20 David Boonin presented these thoughts in his comments on a version of the current paper at the Rocky

Mountain Ethics Congress, University of Colorado, Boulder, August 2013: Boonin (2013).
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understand—it’s your body, and all that. Besides, it certainly isn’t worse to

have just a little bit of fun than never to exist at all. So: no hard feelings.’

(Boonin 2013: ms. 7)

Boonin reports that he has ‘‘sharply different reactions’’ to these two versions of the

spontaneous violinist case. He thinks that it would be wrong in the first version to

open the window if you would not be willing to keep the resulting violinist alive for

the next 9 months. As he puts it, ‘‘Causing him to do little more than suffer an hour

of terrifying dread seems worse than never bringing him into existence at all.’’

But Boonin states that in the second version ‘‘you would be within your rights to

open the window and not let the resulting violinist plug himself into you if the two

half-seeds merged.’’ He explains: ‘‘Just because by opening the window you gave

him a little bit of conscious existence that you weren’t obligated to give him doesn’t

mean that you are now obligated to give him even more.’’

Boonin goes on to argue that the second version is more like human conception

than the first:

When I compare a world in which I was never conceived to a world in which I

was conceived and painlessly aborted, I find that I am entirely indifferent

between the two. I cannot see how conceiving and then aborting me could

make things worse for me than never conceiving me at all. So to me, at least,

the implication seems clear: the case of conception is relevantly like the

second version of the spontaneous violinist case and unlike the first. And since

it seems clear, at least to me, that your opening the window does not give the

instantaneous violinist the right to use your body to go on living in the second

version of the case, it seems clear to me that the fact that a particular

pregnancy arose from a woman’s voluntary act (whether with or without the

use of contraception) does not generate an obligation for her to carry the

pregnancy to term, and that this is so even if the fetus is a person. (Boonin

2013: ms 8)

I again wish to emphasize that I have not sought to argue for the view that abortion

would not be permissible in a case of pregnancy due to contraceptive failure (in a

context of consensual intercourse). Rather, I have pointed to what I take to be an

incompleteness in Thomson’s argument for a pro-choice conclusion in such

situations. Perhaps Boonin has provided a helpful way of filling in and extending

Thomson’s argument. I think that an evaluation of Boonin’s argumentation here will

depend on his contention that what is permissible to do in these cases depends on

what it would be justified for the individual in need to think: whether the sprout

would be justified in regretting its brief existence and viewing it as worse than no

existence at all or whether it would be justified in feeling entirely indifferent

between briefly existing and never existing. Boonin claims that he himself would be

indifferent between briefly existing (under the envisaged circumstances) and never

existing at all, and thus that it would be permissible for you not to allow the sprout

to develop (or support its development).

I am not however entirely confident that what it would be permissible to do

should depend on whether one would be (justifiably) indifferent between brief
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existence (as envisaged) and never having existed at all. Although Boonin’s

argument is highly suggestive, I have the residual sense that there is a crucial

difference between not bringing a person into existence, and killing it once you have

indeed brought it into existence. It is hard to explain or justify this inchoate sense.

Perhaps an adequate evaluation of Thomson’s strategy for defending the permis-

sibility of abortion in cases of voluntary intercourse with contraceptive failure—the

strategy that employs the people-seeds cases—will in the end depend on this issue:

whether there is a crucial moral difference between killing (or causing to be killed) a

person you have already brought into existence (but who has existed for a very brief

period), and not bringing that person (or any person) into existence at all.

12 Conclusion

Thomson’s ground-breaking article on abortion encourages us to consider the ethics

pertaining to the relationship between the pregnant woman and the fetus; this can be

conceptualized helpfully as the ethics of beneficence. Her examples of the violinist,

the burglar, and the people-seeds point us to a more refined development of the

relevant norms. Here I have argued that her cases—ingenious and fascinating and

philosophically suggestive as they are—fall short of establishing her pro-choice

conclusions. This is not to say that I reject the pro-choice position; rather, I find

Thomson’s argumentation, although tantalizing, incomplete.

I have argued that, contrary to Thomson’s view, it is not permissible to unplug

yourself from the violinist in her original violinist case. At the very least, it is

unclear whether it would be permissible to do so, especially in light of a comparison

with the Cabin Case. In this paper I have addressed a new challenge to this view

presented by Mark Heller.

I have also argued that the people-seeds case, as originally presented by

Thomson, is at best not dispositive. First, it is simply unclear what to say about the

example, as originally presented by Thomson, once one keeps vividly in mind

Thomson’s assumption that the people-seeds are already full-fledged persons. But it

is also important to see that the structure of the example is significantly different

from that of intercourse with failure of contraception. That is, in the people-seeds

case as originally presented by Thomson, there are pre-existing people-seeds,

whereas in the context of human sexual intercourse this is obviously not the case.

One’s intuitions about Thomson’s original example might depend on this crucial

difference. Once we switch to the half-seed case and thus render the example

structurally more like the context of sexual intercourse and conception due to

contraceptive failure, it emerges even more clearly that the example does not

provide strong support for the conclusion (for which I take it that Thomson argues)

that abortion is permissible in cases of sexual intercourse with the use of

contraception. The half-seeds case can help us to see what can be obscured by the

original presentation of the people-seeds example: arguably, we have special

obligations to persons we have brought into existence through our knowing,

voluntary behavior. I contend, then that a proper evaluation of the people-seeds
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cases and their moral significance should include attention to the norms of creation,

as well as the general ethics of beneficence.

More specifically, one might not think it problematic to remove a person-sprout

that comes from a person-seed that was floating around randomly outside one’s

house and would simply have ‘‘died’’ if it had not come into your room. On the

other hand, one might think it troublesome to remove a person-sprout that is the

result of the merging of two half-seeds, where you voluntarily and knowingly

behaved in such a way as to increase the probability of this merging of half-seeds.

One might think it even more problematic to remove a person-sprout that is the

result of the merging of two half-seeds, where you voluntarily did something that

caused the merging of the half-seeds. Here, as opposed to the case of the randomly

floating pre-existing people-seeds, you voluntarily engage in behavior that results in

the creation of a person. Now perhaps one will concede the factual difference but

maintain that it does not make a significant moral difference, and I do not have a

knockdown argument against this sort of reaction. Indeed, I do not wish to argue

that it is obvious that it makes a significant moral difference whether one voluntarily

creates a person or deals with a pre-existing person; my point is simply that the

possibility that the difference in question does make a moral difference needs to be

considered in a full evaluation of the relevance of Thomson’s people-seeds case

(and related cases) to abortion in the context of voluntary intercourse.21 That is, the

structure of Thomson’s original people-seeds case is different from the structure of

voluntary intercourse with the failure of contraception in a way that renders it

unclear that intuitions about the former (whatever they might be) can apply

straightforwardly to the latter.

My contention, then, has been that Thomson’s argumentation is incomplete.

Finally, I have considered an interesting move by Boonin which can be construed as

an attempt to extend Thomson’s argumentation. My main point in my discussion of

Thomson’s people-seeds example is that an augmentation of Thomson’s argumen-

tation, of the sort suggested by Boonin or another kind, is required. I have attempted

to identify what I take to be the crucial issue for the evaluation of Boonin’s

suggestion on behalf of Thomson.

In gracious personal correspondence, Judith Jarvis Thomson wrote the following

about my paper:

One of several things I would have wanted to respond to is your claim that we

should fix on the difference between my imaginary examples and the actual

21 Also, such an evaluation of the relevance of the various people-seeds cases to abortion should include

consideration of the issue of whether the norms pertaining to the creation of a person in the specific

context of the pregnant woman’s body, with the associated activities of gestation, might be different from

the norms pertaining to the creation of a person in some other context (such as one’s house, as in the case

of the half-seeds and resultant sprout). It might be that creation of a person in the specific context of a

typical pregnancy has a relevantly different meaning from creation of a person, just qua creation of a

person (and apart from this specific context).

Although she does not explicitly address the people-seeds example, there is a very interesting and

illuminating discussion of the ethics of creation in Kamm (1992): 124–85. A full treatment of the issues

would certainly need to address Francis Kamm’s work here. Insofar as the focus of the current paper is

Judith Thomson’s people-seeds case and her classic original article, a discussion of Kamm’s work on the

ethics of creation is beyond the scope of this paper.
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case of sexual intercourse with the use of contraception. My intention had

precisely been to bring out that the actual is helpfully seen as analogous to the

imaginary.22

Again, my claim has been that the imaginary—at least, Thomson’s original

imaginary case of the people-seeds—is crucially different from the actual (voluntary

intercourse with the failure of contraception). The challenge for Thomson is to

present an imaginary case that is structurally and relevantly similar to voluntary

intercourse with failure of contraception, about which there is a relatively clear

intuition that destruction of the putative person is permissible. In doing so, she must

thread the needle between cases (such as her original, unmodified people-seeds

case) that are not structurally similar to a pregnancy due to contraceptive failure in

the context of voluntary intercourse and cases that are essentially identical to such a

pregnancy. In the first instance, intuitions cannot be transferred from the imaginary

to the actual; in the second, the intuitions will be essentially contested (and thus the

invocation of the imaginary case will not help us to make progress in understanding

the ethics of abortion).23
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